
How to make per division routing in Hauptwerk 

 

1. Load the sample set truncated (simulated dry).  

 
 

In this example, we are loading the Zwolle Surround sample set. 

In the left column, select all the ranks simultaneously. In the right low corner select "Release sample truncation" and choose the truncation level. Any 

level up to about 350 ms can work well. 

You may observe, that the ranks are ordered according to the microphone perspective (front, rear) and manuals (1., 2., 3., 4., Ped.) they belong to. First, 

you can see the Rugwerk ranks listed (Front 1. ...), later Hoofdwerk ranks (Front 2. ...) etc. Lower in the list, you will see rear ranks listed, again, 

ordered according to the manual they belong to. So, the Rear 1. ... ranks belong to the Rugwerk, Rear 2. ... ranks to the Hoofdwerk, etc. 

 

We can try to separate ranks of each division to different audio routes, so that each division can receive its own reverberation, and mix the reverbed (wet) 

ranks at the end to a single audio output - for headphone listening, for example. 

 



2. Create some new bus groups.  

 
 

Go to Hauptwerk General Settings ->  Audio mixer bus groups. 

Select, for example group 0010 and tick the 0010 Mixer bus in the Audio mixer's primary buses in group. Continue with groups 0011-0020 and attach 

always the corresponding primary bus, i.e. bus 0011 to grp 0011; 0012 to 0012 ... bus 0020 to gr 0020.  

(Later, when you learn what you are doing, you can experiment immensly here by attaching more than one primary bus to a single group and setting the 

pipe allocation algorithm to each group). 



3. Send the ranks of each division to the groups. 

 
 

Go to Organ Settings -> Rank routing to audio mixer bus groups. 

Select all the ranks of a division simultaneously in the left column, and in the right column, select the Destination mixer bus group to a chosen group 

which you created in the step 2.  

For example: send all the Front 1. (RW) ranks to the group 0010, send all the Front 2. (HW) ranks to the group 0011, ... and the rear 1 (RW) ranks to 

group 0015, etc. In this way, you can have all the front ranks in the buses no 0010-0014, and all the rear ranks in the buses 0015-0019. 



4. Attach proper IR to each bus 

 
Go to Hauptwerk General Settings -> Audio mixer and attach different IR to each of the buses 0010-0020. 

For example, attach the Zwolle Michaelis, omni 11m RWLR impulse to the bus no. 0010. Attach Zwolle Michaelis, omni 11m HWLR impulse to the 

primary bus no. 0011, etc. In this way, each division will receive its own IR, different from an IR for another division. The front ranks will receive 

different IRs than the rear ranks. Try not to mix the buses of the front ranks (buses 0010 -0014), and the rear ranks (buses 0015-0019). Front ranks 

should receive front IRs, and rear ranks rear IRs. 



5. Mix everything together  

 
Since all the primary buses are routed to a master mix bus 1 and 2, we are done. It is enough to go to the mixer again and select the Master mix bus 2 

stereomix 2 (headphones) on the left side. Attach any desired audio output channel to this master bus. At this point, you should hear sound from the 

headphones attached to that particular audio output channel, if you play the sample set. 

For multichannel audio output, you can experiment as much as you want, attaching various audio outputs (speakers) to the desired primary buses, 

intermediary buses or master buses, to achieve any desired surround result. 


